Building and Using a Literary Corpus:
Introducing Computational Literary Studies
Date: 9 March 2022 (Wednesday)
Time: 5pm (HK time)
Language: English
Platform: via ZOOM
Registration:
Enquiry: rihs@cuhk.edu.hk

Professor Grant Hamilton
- Introducing computational literary studies
- Outlining popular scripting languages & environments
- Assessing how using corpora changes traditional approaches to literature
- Using an example from research on African literature in English
- Suggesting how to use this approach in other fields

Series: Digital Humanities Across the Faculty
Reunderstanding Chinese Versification: Digital Humanities Initiatives

Date: 13 April 2022 (Wednesday)
Time: 5:00pm (HK time)
Language: English
Platform: via Zoom
Registration:
Enquiry: rihs@cuhk.edu.hk

Professor SIU Chunho
- Introducing applications of big data for Classical Chinese Poetry
- Using example of Tang and Song versification database
- Explaining use in poetry teaching and writing
- Highlighting interdisciplinary research potential in literature and philology